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State lawmakers—particularly those in states 
that would be affected by a Supreme court rul-

ing against the Obama administration in the King 
case—should take steps to encourage congress to 
put forth a legislative response to the case, specifi-
cally by exempting affected states from the costly 
Obamacare rules, regulations, and mandates.1

Reject a State Exchange
State lawmakers should also resist efforts to 

prop up the flawed Obamacare structure by reject-
ing any adoption of a state exchange. States gain 
no meaningful flexibility from administering the 
exchanges,2 while their long-term costs fall square-
ly on the states, as any state implementing a state 
exchange must develop its own revenue source to 
fund the exchange’s annual operations.3 Instead, 
states should lead the way out of Obamacare by dem-
onstrating that they are better equipped to ensure 
access to affordable coverage.

Adopt Consumer-Focused  
State Reforms

To encourage congress to exempt states affect-
ed by a court ruling in favor of King from the costly 
Obamacare rules, regulations, and mandates, state 

lawmakers should put forward a set of state-based 
reforms that would minimize any adverse effects on 
individuals losing subsidies and allow these individuals 
to transition to new, more affordable coverage in their 
states. Such action would demonstrate state prepara-
tion for and receptiveness to a targeted exemption.

Specifically, state lawmakers should consider 
four key areas of state insurance law.

Ensure Appropriate Age Rating Rules. State 
lawmakers should ensure that state insurance law is 
set to default automatically to a less restrictive age 
rating ratio for premiums in their individual and 
group health insurance markets, effective as soon as 
congress lifts the aca’s ill-considered federal impo-
sition of a narrower three-to-one ratio. The natural 
variation in health costs between 64-year-olds and 
21-year-olds is about five-to-one.4

States should revert to their prior standard or anoth-
er more appropriate variation. Taking such action 
would help to minimize disruption in a state’s insur-
ance markets by enabling insurers to price coverage for 
younger adults more appropriately. That would better 
position insurers to attract and retain a larger portion 
of this desirable customer segment whose premiums 
partially offset the higher costs of less healthy enrollees.

Review State Benefit Mandates. Too often, 
health insurance benefit mandates function as spe-
cial-interest provisions that are less about protect-
ing consumers and more about protecting the rev-
enues of health care providers. a national actuarial 
study estimated that the Obamacare essential ben-
efits were responsible for increasing individual mar-
ket premiums by between 3 percent and 17 percent—
with the effects varying by health plan and state, 
which mainly reflected differences in the extent to 
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which states had already mandated coverage for 
some of the required services.5

congress’s enactment of an exemption from Obam-
acare’s federal health insurance benefits mandates 
would default regulation in that area back to state law. 
Beyond that, state lawmakers could also look to any pre-
vious reviews of the costs of state-mandated benefits 
in their states as a starting point for reconsidering the 
appropriateness of their state’s benefit requirements.

Restore Individual and Small-Group Mar-
ket Rules. State lawmakers should also ensure 
that their state’s insurance laws governing individ-
ual and small-group health insurance policies are 
set to default automatically to the pre-Obamacare 
individual and small-group rules. This is impor-
tant because the aca did not just supersede the 
prior rules; it actually discarded much of that earlier 
design in the process.

The fundamental mistake made by the authors of 
the aca was to discard prior law and impose on both 
the group and non-group markets a blanket federal 
prohibition on the application of preexisting-con-
ditions exclusions under any circumstances. con-
sequently, state lawmakers need to ensure that the 
appropriate default is set in state law.

States should ensure that individual-market 
plans are guaranteed renewable, as previously 
established.6 Beyond that, state lawmakers should 
also adopt individual-market rules that, similar to 
the hIPaa group-market rules, would permit some-
one who has purchased and maintained coverage to 
obtain new individual health insurance coverage 
regardless of the individual’s health status or past 
medical history.7

Permit Interstate Insurance Competition. 
State lawmakers do not need federal approval or 
action to create interstate insurance competition in 
their states. States can simply enact laws that permit 
policies regulated in other states to be sold to their 
state’s residents. allowing a state’s residents to pur-
chase coverage regulated by an adjoining state would 
make the most sense. Doctors and hospitals located 
near state borders likely already treat patients living 
in neighboring states and have contracts with insur-
ers regulated by those states.

For instance, as part of its 2011 reform law, Maine 
allowed its residents to buy coverage that is regulat-
ed by connecticut, Massachusetts, New hampshire, 
or rhode Island.8 In this respect too, Maine’s legisla-
tion is a model for other states to consider.
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Conclusion
Should congress respond to a court ruling 

against the Obama administration’s interpretation 
in the King case with an exemption, states should be 
prepared to put forth state policies that would mini-
mize any adverse effects on individuals losing subsi-
dies and allow these individuals to transition to new, 
more affordable coverage.
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